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Abstract-The first local oscillators based on mov- 
ing magnetic flux quanta in long Josephson junctions 
are being developed for superconducting integrated 
quasi-optical SIS receivers. In order to further refine 
these oscillators one has to understand the complex 
dynamics of these devices. Since the local tunnel cur- 
rent is one of the most important internal junction 
parameters which together with the boundary con- 
ditions determine the dynamics, it is of vital impor- 
tance to experimentally determine the current density 
throughout the entire junction with high spatial reso- 
lution. Here we report on measurements on different 
oscillator samples, performed with a novel Cryogenic 
Scanning Laser Microscope (CSLM) having a spatial 
resolution of less than f 2.5 pm over a 500 fim X 
50 pm wide scanning area in the temperature range 
2 K - 300 K. Even though the dynamical states are 
extremely sensitive to external noise this microscope 
enables us to make stable in-situ measurements on op- 
erating Josephson junctions. Recent results are pre- 
sented and discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The interest in developing scanning electron and scan- 
ning laser microscopes for spatially resolved investiga- 
tions of various semi- and superconducting devices a t  
cryogenic temperatures has increased during the last few 
years[l]-[3]. Due to  recent improvements in the fabrica- 
tion technique of such devices, it has become increasingly 
difficult to  combine the requirements for high resolution 
and high mechanical stability with the demands for low 
noise environments, large scanning area, and robust and 
easy-to-operate overall design. 

We have designed a cryogenic scanning laser microscope 
(CSLM)[4], which to a large extend meets these require- 
ments, and used it in experiments on a series of chips with 
various superconducting Josephson junction circuits. 

The CSLM relies on the detection of the electrical re- 
sponse of the circuit to  a very localized heating induced 
by irradiation with 675 nm wavelength light from a Al- 
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GaInP semiconductor laser. The hot-spot is moved by a 
specially designed piezo-electric scanner sweeping the tip 
of a single-mode optical fiber a few pm above the circuit. 

The piezoelectric scanner, which is specially designed to 
achieve a relatively large scanning range at low tempera- 
tures, consists of two pairs of series coupled bimorph ben- 
ders, made by two equally sized and oppositely mounted 
(with respect to the pooling field) piezoelectric plates. A 
scanning range well above 500 pm has been demonstrated 
at  4.2 K. 

In contrast to earlier designs[l], [5]-[8] the sample and 
the entire microscope including the piezo-scanner holding 
the glass fiber tip, the sample mounting stage, and the 
mechanical alignment system is maintained at  low tem- 
peratures. This offers several advantages: thermal drift 
and fluctuations are reduced, suppression of mechanical, 
electrical and magnetic noise is improved, and in situ mea- 
surements can be made directly on the chip with the thin- 
film circuit in operation. 

An elegant use of the controlled local heating is to drag- 
and-drop flux quanta into an annular Josephson junc- 
tion[9] or a SQUID ring. Practically this is done by mov- 
ing across the ring the hot-spot enclosing a single flux 
quantum trapped in the small normal conducting region 
induced by the laser heating in the superconducting film. 
In contrast to  the electron beam used in [9], the presence 
of an external magnetic field necessary for this use will 
not at  all influence the laser beam. 

Sec. 11 introduces a simple physical model for CSLM 
experiments on long Josephson junctions biased in a static 
state. In Sec. I11 we present and discuss the results. 

11. THEORY 

When a narrow laser beam heats a superconductor the 
high energy photons cause a local change in the quasi- 
particle and phonon distribution as suggested by Roth- 
warf and Taylor[lO] and later extended by Glass and Ro- 
govin[ll]. This results in a new local equilibrium charac- 
terized by an higher effective temperature which may be 
obtained from the quasiparticle density using the BCS gap 
equation. For simplicity we will therefore assume that the 
only result of the beam irradiation is a rise of the hot-spot 
temperature. 
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Depending on the beam intensity, the optical reflec- 
tion coefficient, and the thermal properties of the sam- 
ple under investigation the temperature rise is typically 
several kelvin with a few tens of microwatts of incident 
laser power. The spatial resolution depends on the beam 
radius and the thermal healing length of the sample[l2], 
[13] while, with our relatively low scan rates, the influence 
from the thermal relaxation time can be neglected. 

In experiments using a sample with an spatially ex- 
tended all-niobium Josephson tunnel junction circuit de- 
posited on a silicon chip a resolution as low as f 2 pm has 
been obtained[l3]. This has to be compared to the ther- 
mal healing length of 1-3 pm commonly used[3] setting an 
upper limit for the resolution. 

Assuming an ideal tunnel junction formed by two iden- 
tical electrodes with the energy gap A, the spatial depen- 
dent quasiparticle current is given by[3] 

where E is the quasiparticle energy, V the applied voltage, 
f ( E ,  T )  the Fermi distribution function at temperature 
T, and un the normal state tunneling conductance. For 
short we have defined K as the integral. If only a small 
part of the junction is irradiated and the constant-current 
bias point is at the quasiparticle branch of the IV-curve, 
well below (or above) the gap, we arrive at the following 
equation in the weak perturbation limit: 

showing that the amplitude of the response voltage SVqp 
reflects the local tunneling conductance. K depends only 
very weakly on the energy gap and is therefore assumed 
to be constant and equal to KO. 

If the bias point is near the gap the integral K in Eqn. 1 
depends on A. In ref. [3] the following expression is de- 
rived: 

(3) 

For small perturbations K has a sharp peak at Vbias = 
2A/e, i.e. SIqp shows a sharp peak for a bias voltage equal 
to the local sum-gap voltage. Therefore scanning a long 
Josephson junction having a spatially imhomogeneous 
sum-gap only those regions with Vbias = 2A/e yields a 
large signal. The spatial distribution of the sum-gap in- 
side the junction can therefore be obtained by recording 
a series of scans at different bias points. 

300 pm 

Fig. 1. Quasiparticle distribution in a part of a 5 pm wide inho- 
mogeneous long Josephson tunnel junction. The inhomogeneities 
are spaced 100 pm apart and are 5 pm wide. Dark regions cor- 
renspond to low voltage response signal, white to maximum signal. 
The picture shows a sample area of 300 x 35 p m 2 .  

111. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

A .  Quasiparticle Distribution 

Fig. 1 shows an image of a part of a 5 pm wide and 500 
pm long Josephson junction fabricated with a regular lat- 
tice of 5 pm wide inhomogeneities with a mutual distance 
of 100 pm. The voltage response reflects the variation 
of the quasiparticle tunneling conductance caused by the 
inhomogeneities as expected from Eqn. (2). Dark regions 
correspond to minimum response, white to maximum. 

The picture, consisting of 256 lines each with 256 sam- 
ple points, was recorded in 7 min. with a scan-rate of 
1.2 lines per second in a 8 bit resolution. Besides demon- 
strating the resolution of approx. f 2 . 5  pm it also proves 
the long term stability of the CSLM. The bias point was 
chosen well below the gap. 

B. Gap State Measurements 

Fig. 2 shows the I V  curve of a 200 x 10 pm2 Josephson 
junction. Only the quasiparticle curve and the gap state 
is shown. Because of the rather high return current, it is 
evident that the tunneling conductance is quite inhomoge- 
neous. This is confirmed by current biasing at point a well 
below the gap voltage and performing an line-scan along 
the junction. The resultant voltage is plotted in Fig. 3 as 
function of the beam position and shows the spatial distri- 
bution of the tunneling conductance as discussed above. 
At the biaspoint a we do see a larger response for a cer- 
tain beam position inside the junction (marked a). As 
we move towards b the response from the inhomogeneity 
gets stronger compared to the background signal originat- 
ing from the rest of the junction. The response voltage 
is now the sum of the response caused by the tunneling 
conductance distribution and the gap state distribution. 
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Fig. 2. IV characteristic showing the quasiparticle curve and the 
gap. At the biaspoints a-i we have performed the line-scans shown 
in Fig. 3. 

At b we observe a splitting of the peak into a1 and a 2 .  

The maximum now corresponds to a point where the lo- 
cal gap voltage is exactly equal to  the bias voltage. The 
splitting is evident a t  c, where another peak (marked ,!3) 
occurs to the left. This peak again splits up into ,!31 and 
,!32 when we reach d. From e to g the peak seems to move 
towards the edge of the junction reflecting a higher local 
gap voltage here. I t  should be noted that the change in 
bias voltage betweeen c and g is only around 10 pV. At 
point h, we get a reversed signal from the interior of the 
junction, indicating that we here are passing the gap. At 
point i we are well above the gap at a position where the 
response voltage again reflects the local tunnel current dis- 
tribution. Having sufficiently many linescans, we are able 
to plot the spatial distribution of the local gap voltage by 
simply finding the maximum signal for each line-scan as it 
also was stated in Ref. [3], but here we have investigated a 
much simpler geometry. I t  is evident that positions where 
we have a larger quasiparticle tunneling correspond to a 
lovering in the local gap voltage, just as expected from 
the microscopic theory. 

C. Dynamical States 

The uni-directional viscous flow of magnetic flux quanta 
in long Josephson tunnel junction with high damping has 
recently been succesfully used in the development of locd 
oscillators for fully superconducting integrated sub-mm 
wave SIS receivers[9], [14], [15]. The CSLM has been used 
to investigate samples containing such flux-flow oscillators 
(FF0)[16]. Fig. 4a shows a sketch of the 500 x 5 pm2 
large FFO in the scanned area. Fig. 4b shows the voltage 
response recorded with the FFO junction biased near the 
gap voltage. The voltage response shown in Fig. 4c is 
obtained with the junction biased at V=700 pV with an 
applied magnetic field. From comparing the two pictures 
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one clearly sees a standing wave pattern with period 50 pm. 

Fig. 3. Line-scans showing the voltage response when biased at the 
points a-i in Fig. 2. The response voltage is shown as function of 
the beam position. The line-scans are shown off-set for clarity. Due 
to slight changes in the amplification, the voltage response for the 
different biaspoints can only be compared qualitatively. The total 
scanning range is 300 pm. 
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565 p 

Fig. 4. The arrow 
indicates the scan direction in b) and c). b)-Voltage responce from 
the junction when biased in the subgap regime at V=2.4 mV. c)- 
Voltage response with the junction biased at V=700 pm with an 
applied magnetic field. 

a)-Sketch of the 500x5 pm2 large junction. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have constructed a novel cryogenic scanning laser 
microscope well suited for experiments on Josephson junc- 
tion circuits. The interference from electromagnetic noise 
and mechanical vibrations is sufficiently small. Experi- 
ments performed on various kinds of long Josephson junc- 
tions operated in the static as well as in the dynamic state 
have been given. 
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